Taking in Others, God and then Myself
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By Tom K
January 2019
1/13 SFVASC 2pm
First got clean back in ’92, felt out of place, probably like you.
1/20 SFV Activities 5pm
Dropped off at noon, broken, at the church on Fairfax and Fountain drinking coffee ,
February
smoking, glaring, joking, bikers, punks, spiked hair and junkies, some laughing,
1/1 Convention committee 7pm
some nodding and talking, welcoming without being overbearing.
1/3 Phone Lines 11am
(The front steps were really the church). Inside, sat down in the middle row, cause
Website 12:15
the bad asses were in the back and the cheerful ones took up the front and I guess
1/4
H&I 7:30
I’m neither of those. The readings for a month or two must’ve been in Latin. Then they
1/10 SFVASC 2pm
changed them to English so I could understand them. I heard people sharing but
1/21 Newsletter 6pm
couldn’t remember, the voices in my head were so much louder, but one day I heard
March
what you were saying, My head and heart opened, it’s hard to explain.
1/1 Convention 7pm
I felt at home for the first time ever, without the drugs and my pals who all used. I
1/3 Website 12:15
thought there’d be no place for me here till I met all of you who managed to be
1/4 H&I 7:30
schooled by old-timers with six months or even a few years.
1/10 SFVASC 2pm
Your laughter and caring and lunches and sponsorship. Then getting to make coffee and trusting me to be treasurer, secretary and even a GSR, you took me in and showed me how to take others in and
God in and then myself in. And we share gratitude, steps, secret jokes, trials, victories and how to be human and live just for
today. With perseverance, staying clean, relapses, making it back if lucky like me, hopefully we’ll all stay. Thanks to my
Higher Power, my sponsor and the folks at Pass Ave.
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Your first is white, white like a white flag in which you’re surrendering your old
way of life for a new way of life. The war is over but the battle to stay clean has
begun. Welcome home!!!
Your next key tag is orange and by this time in your recovery you no longer have a
need for orange jumpsuits Congrats on your 30 days!!!
Your next key tag is green and by this time in your recovery you should be mowing the grass not smoking it. Congrats on your 60 days!!!
Your next key tag is red, and by this time in your recovery you should be able to
donate blood without getting arrested. Congrats on your 90 days!!!
Your next key tag is blue and by this time in your recovery you should feeling
feelings. So don’t be surprised if you’re feeling blue. Hang in there it gets better.
Congrats on your 9 months.
Your next key tag is yellow. Yellows for urine. So if you’ve made it this far you’re
in. Congrats on your 9 months.

“If you don’t like something change it; if
you can’t change it, change the way you
think about it.”– Mary Engelbreit

Your last key tag is grey. And even though they
like to say it’s duct tape grey, I like to say it’s more
like the color of the grey dust on your basic text.
Congrats on your 18 months.
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Roving Reporter asked several members of
NA the following question:
How would you describe the miracle that
happened in your life when you got clean?

By Pam T.

Augustin S., San Jose:
I didn’t see it as a miracle at first. I was very skeptical
and hesitant in the beginning of my recovery. When I
first got clean I was in a treatment program. I
thought it would be easy to stay clean here since
everything is done for you. Could I stay clean on the
outside where I’d have to deal with the real world?
Could I stay clean if someone I loved should die?
I distinctly remember riding in a van back to the
treatment center one evening after a meeting and
staring out the window and looking up at the night
stars and wondering how had I gotten here and what would my
future hold? I believe what gave me hope was the fact that I
saw other addicts like myself who were staying clean, living
life and actually having fun.
That was in July of 1991, I didn’t stay clean then, but after
three relapses I finally got clean in October of 1993 and I believe that’s when I first experienced the miracle. Now I came
back and got clean and wanted to stay clean just for me and
how I felt. The miracle was I was willing to do whatever it took
to stay clean. That meant working the steps.
__________________________________________
Tim F., 30 years clean:
In response, I don’t know from “miracles” that’s above my
pay grade. What I know is, getting clean is only a part of the
story and what I have received is enlightenment. To be able to
perceive the importance of values and morals, love and companionship, faith and understanding, hope and trust, trust in
another human being. The release of fear, to truly see goodness, to have kindness in my heart…enlightenment. I guess
that’s a miracle!!!
_________________________________________________
Louis, Canoga
I would say it was a feeling of having a second chance to
start all over again. I knew it would take some time to repair
damage I had done. The trust, the compassion all had to be
gained again. After a couple of years of being clean people
would say they were proud of me but still would ask me to
leave the room or house if they had to leave and I would have
to be left alone.
I understand the trust issues, after many years of giving
them reason to not trust me. I didn’t hold it against them and it
didn’t bother me or so I thought.
It wasn’t until after, when I had five years clean that I
started to get those feelings back. Finally, my family trusted
me, people would look at me different, but different in a good
way – no longer did I see a look of disgust, but one of compassion. The only way I can describe this is I started to feel like a
human being again. The more I kept doing what I had been doing to stay clean, the more the loved ones and the people that
matter stared to take notice and the trust came back. That
feeling of them trusting and believing in you and treating you
like a normal human being is what the real miracle is.

Fred S.
Something I definitely need to do from a present point of
view. For I was blind to the fact that as soon as I was able to
make an honest decision, the miracles started happening all
around me.
It took me a little while of building a relationship with God.
Still with me. � Before I started to understand that he was putting certain people in my life and doing for me what I
was incapable of doing for myself. Working miracles!!
I didn’t use ion the beginning because I stayed willing, and Narcotics Anonymous works miracles! A
transformation continues to take place in my life
because of the way I live today.
Miracle! This is done through steps, principles,
and service. Don’t complicate it! I am still the guy
that sees these miracles happen in other people’s
lives more than my own, but thank God I am able see
anything at all, it allows me to put one foot in front of
the other with faith.
The obsession to use was lifted early on for me. Miracle! I
went from unwilling to willing. Miracle! I am a family man with
so much to offer today. Miracle! The fact that any addict can get
clean, stay clean, and lose the desire to use is a …… Miracle!
The first of many.
_________________________________
Albert R., San Fernando
How would I describe the miracle that took place in my life
when I got clean?
Hard question to answer.. When I first looked at this question I
recalled many miracles that have happened over the years.
First and foremost I thought of the mended relationships I had
with my family. My mom’s joy at the thought of her son being
saved from the depths addiction. My wife finally getting the
husband she always knew I could be. The father I became to my
son. Brothers and sisters having respect for their younger
brother that they thought they had lost to addiction. These
were real miracles.
Then I thought of the fellowship and friends that I had in my
life. True friends that I could count on. Granted not everyone in
the program qualified but a handful truly did.
Of course the financial rewards came into play as to how my
life had gotten some order as a result of a loving God in my life.
The miracle of God in my life was truly something to consider.
So many miracles had happened in my life how was I to select
a single miracle???
Then I reflected as to how I felt at my first meeting. What
Lawrence (my first sponsor and dearest friend) had asked me
soon after we’d met.
He asked me “Albert what do you really want from NA?” I remember thinking to myself “all I really want from NA is one day
without using drugs and feeling comfortable!”
Well upon reflection I think that that was the real miracle
in my life. For without that miracle all the other wonderful
miracles would not have taken place. Had I not been granted
the miracle of freedom from active addiction and feeling comfortable how could any of the other miracles taken place.
So I guess the miracle I must describe is that I finally have
freedom from active addiction.
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ONE ADDICT’S EXPERIENCE
by Staci D.
Hi, my name is Staci addict. I was in active addiction
for 15-20 years and used drugs through much of my
early adult life. I thought I had built a solid foundation and had a promising upbringing by going to college, getting a degree, and becoming a sales professional. However, I liked the way drugs made me feel
and didn’t feel. I was addicted to the lifestyle and allnight partying. I got reintroduced to crystal meth in
my early 20’s and it gave me a false sense of power as
I thought I was a sales superstar with no insecurities
that covered up my deepest fears like a band aid. This was the start to major destruction in all areas of my life breaking
down the building blocks I had worked for. I was extremely selfish, and my behavior was out of control because my world
was centered on using and that is what I lived for. The excuses and lies hurt my family but I was just hurting myself. My life
became completely unmanageable and I was miserable. I really wanted to stop using but I couldn’t find my way because my
disease was so powerful. When I got arrested, I lost it all, my job, apartment, families trust, and most important my soul. I
didn’t think it was possible I would ever be happy again and recover from all the damage I had caused. I was completely lost
and scared.
When I found Narcotics Anonymous and started going to meetings I was shaking in my seat. I had fear that I had yet to experience before because my life had fallen apart. They say fear is a bad thing, but it kept me clean in early recovery and kept
me committed to my recovery as I had hit rock bottom. The people in the rooms greeted me with comforting love and hugs
but more importantly spoke the message of hope of a better way that seemed so foreign but very appealing in my broken
and fragile state. At first, I saw the differences from myself and other members even though I could identify because they
told my story. I wasn’t in acceptance that I was an actual addict because I was so
ashamed. However, I was committed to the process and dove in getting a sponsor, building a support network, and had multiple commitments. I didn’t understand faith in my
higher power but at times of unmanageability and fear I prayed and got through life challenges clean instead of using behind situations. Putting my life back together wasn’t easy
January Anniversaries
but I was committed to this new way of life and I no longer had to rely on a drug to get
Joseph J. 1/5/17- 2 years
me through a day so much had changed. My life started to get better and I was starting to
Shanoah S. 1/5/18– 1 year
build back my foundation.
Andy T. 1/10/00- 19 years
After a few years in the program I started to feel pretty good. I was able to lay my head
Kristi J. 1/24/14- 5 years
down peacefully at night in acceptance because I was a recovering addict. My family was
so proud of me, my NA friends became like family as my support group grew. The women Karen R. 1/24/78 41 years
in the program embraced me and told me I was amazing and worth it. It was still hard for Darlene N. 1/26/05- 14 years
me to see any growth in myself and was still lacking the inside confidence which was a
roadblock. At times, my coping mechanisms were off,
and my anxiety would take
February Anniversaries
over because of my fears and obsessive-compulsive
defects. I realized that even
Neil E. 2/1/08 11 Years
though I wasn’t using, my
Liz L. 2/5/16– 3 years
“I learned there are troubles of more
disease was still active. I
realized that the program of Danny A. 2/9/09-10 years
than one kind. Some come from
Narcotics Anonymous is a
Sara N. 2/10/17- 12 years
ahead, others come from behind. But
life program and I took acEmilio R. 2/16/14- 5 years
tion along with my sponsor
Lacci V. 2/21/14- 5 years
I’ve bought a big bat. I’m all ready, you
to work the steps.
Tony B. 2/22/14- 5 years
see. Now my troubles are going to
The steps gave me a whole
new perspective on my life.
March Anniversaries
have trouble with me.”– Dr. Seuss
I worked on my relationJennifer W. 3/5/09-10 years
ships, my resentments, my
Felipe C. 3/6/12- 7 years
defects, and my true self. There was a dynamic shift in my faith, I was able to turn
over my deepest truths to a higher power and now have the ability to truly live the
Marlena H. 3/9/16- 3 years
program and learned how to apply the spiritual principles in my life. The spiritual life
Justice B. 3/11/10- 9 years
that I had hoped for was now happening. The change was evident as I was comfortable in Amy P. 3/12/10- 9 years
my own skin and proud of myself because I was using the tools and reaping the benefits.
David H. 3/23/09- 10 years
This program works if you work it and its amazing. I had given myself a beautiful gift.
Jan L . 3/23/97- 22 years
I have learned that I have a responsibility to do what is necessary for my program in orMatt B 3/25/08 11 Yeats
der to keep what I have. At times when my meeting attendance isn’t at par or I am not
utilizing my tools I don’t feel great. I have learned to recommit myself and found that
Matt G. 3/26/07-12 years
there are other areas in my life I want to work on which has brought me back to steps.
James 3/26/12 7years
NA has given me a beautiful life. It’s my decision to stay grateful, embrace, and work on
myself so I can continue to grow and find true happiness.
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I Can’t Imagine
By Linda C.
I can’t imagine my life had I not found the rooms of narcotics
anonymous. You see… I arrived on the doorstep of NA, defeated, broken and bruised, empty on the inside, drowning on
the outside.
My worth as a person had alluded me for quite some time. My
self-esteem was battered like a boat in a storm my will to live
severely diminished; to die would be sweet but unwanted.
Little did I know that all of this was to slowly change. I was
received here in NA with welcoming arms and a chair of my
own. To sit and to listen to what NA had to offer.
When I heard that there was “NO CURE FOR MY ADDICTION”. I
questioned quickly if this is true...why am I here? I was looking for a cure, you see, to rid myself of something that was
killing me and had almost destroyed me. That’s when I
learned it was a simple solution to live free from active addiction. OK, you have my attention!
I think I might’ve found my way home, finding out that I wasn’t
unique in anyway and that NA was specifically designed to
help each addict and his own way. The best news I heard is
that I wasn’t insane or monster as I believed myself to be destroying everything in my path, but a very sick person on a
self-destructive road, searching for a way out of HELL.
Satan had convinced me to buy a one-way ticket with no return receipt out.
I can’t imagine that the information I learned as I sat in each
meeting would change my life forever.
My sanity returned, my health restored, my life my self-worth
renewed, Most of all the obsession to use was lifted.
Many gifts and blessings have I have received as a result of
the NA way... My new God of my understanding has given me
NA to live a new way of life, and NA has given me a new God
with a new life to live.
In closing, I’d like to add that NA never promised me the best
life or a perfect life… What NA did promise was a BETTER
life. NA kept that promise.
Thank you, Narcotics Anonymous!

painful a road I’ve been on with you, I didn’t give up. I didn’t
lose my God, I didn’t lost my angels, they have always been
watching over me and though I may not be able to see them I
know that your grips, your power is nothing in comparison to
them I am clean I am without you and I am surrounded by love.
Those ones you thought you took from my family they are still
here, seeing that I am not lost on your violent negative, depressing selfish turmoil. I am okay more than okay without
you, you will not just take from me as you please ever again
and I will see to it that others you have your eyes on are given
this choice of freedom from you as well.
I am strong, I am powerful and I’m ready to be a soldier in this
war. I am not a victim and I am so happy to know that my
cause is against the very thing that almost killed me. Fuck you
and all of your shadows, may you be gripped with fear knowing that I see clearly now, you ain't that big and powerful, I
stand here as proof of that, you lose homeboy ta ta forever
sincerely serious,
Sam

Freedom Behind the Walls Sub Committee
The FBTW subcommittee is in desperate need of men to
be of service by sponsoring addicts incarcerated in state
prison. There are currently 8 women and 7 men waiting.
This commitment only takes about an hour of your time
per month. Everyone can afford to give back an hour of
their time especially to carry the message to the addict
still suffering giving back what was so freely given to
you. MEN! Please step up and take at least one. Volunteers must be willing to work the twelve steps of N.A.
with them through the mail, have a minimum of 2 years
clean, and have a working knowledge of the twelve
steps. It is completely anonymous and all mail is sent to
a post office box.
FBTW meets on the first Thursday of the month
at 7 pm. For the address of the meeting or for
more information
please contact the chair, Scotty S. (818) 942-5576

Dear John to Drugs
By Samantha
Hey you it’s me Sam, I guess I kinda feel like you don’t deserve
a letter from me saying goodbye but here I am letting you
know I’m done with you and all you brought into my life, more
so than I’ve ever been. I swear to you I’m done I won’t be back.
I write this letter for myself because I know I’m worth the
time you know too well how much you took from me and I
won’t bother you with that. But I hope you know you lost this
war, I’m no longer yours to harm. The chains you had me
bonded in are gone. You took enough from my family meth;
you’re the most evil of evils. You take lives of people that are
loved, you make them believe they are nothing, you drive
them to insanity, you push them into darkness, you take all
that ever mattered to someone. I hate you with all that is in
me.
You may have a grin on your face knowing that you have
claimed the lives in my family but I am here to tell you that as

“Believe that life is worth living and
your belief will help create the fact.”
“You are today where your thoughts
have brought you; you will be tomorrow
where your thoughts take you.”

“To succeed, you have to do something and be very bad at it for a while.
You have to look bad before you can
look really good.”– Barbara DeAngelis
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THE GRAVEYARD SHIFT
By Pam T.
The national helpline has seen a lot over the years.
Before the days of communications software and cell
phones every call came to a pair of phones in a small,
upstairs back office. The nervous first time callers and
anguished family members were all answered with
hope and an offer of help, but one call has always
stayed with me. Dozens of calls were answered every
day, but sometimes something special happened.
After a few years on a busy midday shift, full time
work meant that the eight till ten evening slot was the
only one I could make it to, so each Monday night
would find me and my friend Ben waiting for the
phones to ring. Most meetings started by eight so the
three or four calls we would receive were normally
from people who had reached another evening and
didn’t want tomorrow to be the same. Ben and I would
answer the few calls in rotation so each of us got a
turn at doing what we came there for. Some nights we
would just drink tea, talk and read the books we always had with us in case no calls came.
It was my turn that Monday night so I answered the
phone and asked how I could help. The woman’s voice
on the other end came in gasps and sobs. I waited,
asking gently what was happening. I had never heard
anyone so terrified that they could barely talk. All I
could do was listen as her story slowly came out. She
had been suspended from her job as a psychiatric
nurse for using the patient’s medication and was
alone at home and desperate.
Then mid-sentence the phone went dead.
I sat and looked across at Ben who was listening and
watching as the call unfolded. Everything else was
silent.
The phone rang again. I knew it was her. She apologised for her phone that kept cutting out for no reason.
I told her it was ok and waited. All she could tell me
was that she was scared.
I asked her why she was so afraid. We talked about
how addiction worked and that there was a way out for
her. It was then that she told me that she had two
blank, signed prescriptions on the table in front of her.
All she had to do was fill in the drugs she wanted and
get them filled. Calmly I told her that she would have
to tear them up if she wanted to live without that fear
anymore. She sobbed that she was too scared to do
that.
Then the phone went dead again. I looked across at
Ben and he looked back at me. Then the phone rang

again. It was her. I told her again that she had to tear up
the prescriptions if she wanted to change what was happening. All I heard was silence and then the sound of paper tearing. And the phone went dead for a third time.
Ben and I looked at each other as we sat in silence and
waited till the phone rang yet again. “What was that
sound?” I asked. She told me she had torn up one of the
prescriptions and was terrified by what she had done.
“What am I going to do without them?” Gently I told her
that she had to get rid of the second one.
It seemed so natural to sit in that room and listen to another person in pain, like something was helping. The
certainty of what I was saying wrapped around me, supporting what was happening between us. Everything outside that room retreated and through the silence came
the sound of paper tearing.
“I did it” she said. She sounded like a different woman.
Her voice filled with wonder as she asked what I’d done. It
would be easy to say that I talked her into tearing up
those prescriptions or that she just did it on her own
while I listened, but that wasn’t what happened that night.
I know because I felt a power greater than myself there
with us. It helped us to do something we couldn’t have
done by ourselves. I can still feel that two hour shift. It
convinced me there is something far more powerful than
myself alone, if only I choose to let it happen for me.

I am Grateful Today
By Uriel N.
My name is and I would like to tell you the reasons of which I
am happy being grateful to day of where I am at in a recovery
center in San Fernando after I struggled with drug addiction,
now that I am clean I have a great sponsor and his name is Ozzy
has a very caring person for the simple reason that he is concerned for our recovery as addicts because at some point he
was where we are so just by him going out of his way in life to
help up that right there shows how much he cares and the
value of his persona just by him doing that for us addicts
makes him a really good person now that I have this opportunity to share and learn this experience with my sponsor I am
going to take advantage of this and get as much as I can get to
use in my life for the rest of my days being sober and productive

Where I am Today.
By George G
I am fortunate to say I’m in a treatment center. I am able to
work on myself by identifying with my character defects. Being
able to obtain a peace of mind and excluding myself from my
prison mentally is such a relief. I’m understanding how much I
could accomplish to better myself as a person. I’m well aware
it’s not going to happen overnight but being able to give myself
the opportunity to learn a new way of living is worth the challenge.
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Enough is Enough
By Frank E.
I’ve lived most of my life behind the walls and
when I wasn’t I was in the fast lane pedal to
the metal dragging and hurting anyone and
everyone that got in my path, mostly the ones that love me
and care for me. Denial took a big chunk of my life, but today
I’ve learned to accept that I was powerless over my addiction, and my life had become a mess. I had no idea where I
was going, I was blinded by the light and couldn’t see the
road ahead, and finally I have parked my brakes. Today is
that beginning of the rest of my life. I was once told I would
never be able to join the army but today I laugh because I
have the army of God. I made the decision to turn my life
because I understand him. I will trust him always, I know he
will not be afraid I will work the program (NA), and I know I
will have the help and support everywhere I go. Today I’m
grateful for another clean day and I’m feening for a new tomorrow.

Who I am today
By Ignacio S.
Only a fool knows everything and a wise man doesn’t
Today I could say, “I’m going on 6 months clean”. Which I
haven’t been for quite some time. Recently, since I been out,
I been doing better. I’m in a very excellent treatment center
called (San Fernando Treatment Center). I could actually
say that this treatment wants you to succeed and instill
good principles…
Since I paroled, I have attended many NA and AA meetings.
There at the meetings I could relate to other addicts. On top
of that, I have a great sponsor named Ozzy. He pushes me to
do better and makes me work on my 12 steps. Plus we attend meetings everyday…
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